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Abstract .We consider the consequences of describing the metric proper-ties of
space-time through a quartic line element. The associated "metric" is a

fourth-rank tensor GMljXfi In order to recover a. Riemannian behaviour of the

geometry it is necessary to have G ^ =g ^g ̂  „ We construct a theory for

the gravitational field based on the fourth-rank metric G . , In the absence

of natter the fourth-rank metric becomes separable and the theory coincides

with General Relativity. In the presence of matter we can maintain

Kiemannianicity, but now gravitation couples, ae compared to General

Relativity, in a different way to matter. We develop a simple cosmological

model based on a FRW metric with matter described by a perfect fluid. For the

present tijne the field equations are compatible with ̂ oas
=0 and O <0.18 and

they imply p/|O<0.038 which corresponds to an alnost preseureless perfect

fluid. Therefore, the flatness problem ie solved. However, our approach is

valid only for p/pc0.236. Therefore, we consider an early universe in which

the state equation of matter ie p/p^0.236 rather than p/^l/3 .There is no

violation of causality, no horizon problem, for t^tj *10 t ~ {0 s.

Our final and most important result is the fact that the entropy is an

increasing function of time. When interpreted at the light of General

Relativity the treatment ie shown to be almost equivalent to that of the

standard model of cosmology combined with the inflationary scenario.
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"The next case in simplicity includes those manifoJdnesses in uhich the
line-element may be expressed as the fourth-root of a quartic differential
expression. "

B. Riemann. 1854

1. Introduction

Our geometrical conception of the universe is limited by our

psychological perception of it. There is in fact a self-consistency in that

the physical laws generate the very mathematics necessary to make those laws

understandable. In the scale of distances of our daily life, i.e., distances

much greater than the Planck lenght, the universe behaves quite smoothly and

one hoies that this behaviour might be extrapolated to very large,

cc-smological. as also to very small, even subnuclear, distances. The previous

smooth behaviour allows the universe to be Mathematically modellated by a

differentiable oamfold. Of course, the very concept of a differentiate

manifold is possible only because our perception of space allows to conceive

it. and one can wonder how our mathematical conceptions are restricted by

this kind of anthropic principle.

Thfi problem of determining the geometry realised in nature was already

noted by Rieraann in hie thesis [1] in 1854. He pointed out that this geometry

has to be established by empirical means and cannot be decided upon a priori.

It is a purely experimental and observational issue to decide which one ia

the correct geometry describing our universe. An important related question

is «hy the structure of space-time is the one that physics teaches us.

From a purely mathematical point of view a differentiate manifold can

support many geometrical structures, each one giving rise to a different kind

of geometry. The geometrical properties can be roughly divided into affine

and metric properties. Affine properties are related to how one moves from

one point to a close one, to differentiation and to the curvature properties

of the given manifold; all this information is contained in the affine

connection P. Metric properties, on the other hand, are related to the way in

which distances are to be measured.

Both, affine and metrical properties must be decided upon by

observation. The first indirect statements about the metrical properties of

our universe can be found in the Euclid axioms and in the Pythagoras theorem.

The Pythagoras theorea establishes that distances are to be measured in terms

of squares of distances along individual directions. In a modern language

this translates into the fact that the metrical properties of our universe

are described by Rieaannian geometry. This aeane that the line element is of

the form

els'* - g (JO dx^ dx", (1.1)

where g is the second-rank, metric tensor.

Different geometries are obtained for different choices of the

connection and of the metric. A particular choice is a metric connection. In

this case the connection and the metric are related by a soetricity condition;

the natural choice is

= 0 . (1.2)

In this case the connection is the Christoffel symbol of the second kind of

the metric g. Therefore one can associate curvature properties to a metric.

The possibility that our universe be a curved space is not excluded a priori,

therefore it needs experimental verification. The experiment was performed by

Gauss [2] in 1826 and it was intended to verify departures from flatness, but

as a side result he also verified no departures from Riemannianicity.

The only thing we can try to understand now is the Riemannian nature of

the metric. In order to do so let us start by recalling the fundamental

definitions concerning the metrical properties of a differentials manifold.

Here we take recourse to the classical argumentation by Riemann [1]. The

infinitesimal element of distance ds is a function of the coordinates x's and

their differentials dx's

ds - f(x, dx) .

This function must be homogeneous at the first-order In dx's

f(x, \ dx) -k f<x. dx) ,

and must be positive defined

ds > 0 .

(1.3)

(1.4a)

(1.4b)

Of course the possibilities are infinitely many. Let us restrict our

considerations to monomial functions. Then we will have



ds = [G . . . ̂  dx • • dx f 1 (1.5)

In order for this quantity to be positive r must be an even nwiber. The

simplest choice is r=2, which corresponds to Riemannian geometry.

The next possibility is r=4. In this case the line element ia given by

~ uu\p (l*o)

Of course, at first sight, a space with a line element of the form (1.6) may

seem bizarre. However, the possibility of describing the metric properties of

our universe by means of a quartie line element is not excluded a priori and

its exclusion must be done in an educated way.

The existence of a quartie line element was considered seriously by

Helmholtz [3]. Helmholtz's answer is satisfactory as long as one accepts the

free mobility of rigid bodies in a three-dimensional space as fundamental.

The problem was furthermore explored by Weyl [4]; be concluded that the only

thing we can still try to understand is- as he called it- the Pythagorean

nature of the metric. However, in considering this problem, Weyl wanted to

characterise the family of his own geometries- the Weyl geometries. This

approach received further contributions from Cartan [5]. A different approach

was undertaken by Finsler [63; in order to recover Riemannianicity, at least

locally, he constructed an associated quadratic function. It seems that

the success of General Relativity, with its Underlying Riemannian

geometry, made this important problem to be forgotten.

In fourth-rank geometry a central role is played by the tensor G ^ and

since it is related to the metric properties of space-time it is not an error

to call it a "metric" [a]. It is clear that at the scale of distances of our

daily life this geometry is not realised in nature. Therefore, if a fourth-

rank geometry is going to play some role in physics, for large distances a

Rieasannian behaviour of the geometry must be recovered. For this purpose it

is convenient to introduce the concept of separable spaces in which the

fourth-rank metric is

G - g g . (17)

In this case the line element factorises and one is back to the Riemannian

case. This would allow to explain why the universe, if described by a fourth-

rank geometry, at large distances looks Riemannian. Separable metrics can

also be used as a quality control of later formal developments. In fact, all

results and developments one obtains for a generic metric G ^ must reduce

to those for the Riemannian case when applied to a separable metric.

In fourth-rank geometry very few things can be mimicked from Riemannian

geometry; in particular, a eetricity condition relating the connection and

the metric cannot be imposed consistently. Therefore, for physical

applications the connection and the metric must be considered as independent

fields.

Let us now turn to consider how the geometry realised in nature can be

determined. Apart from the direct determinations on how distances must be

measured at our daily life scale we must explore the consequences at scales

of distances to which we have not direct experimental access. This is the

small distance, high-energy regime. The geometrical properties of space-time

can be explored through field theory. In fact, according to our contemporary

conceptions interactions are to be described through field theory. According

to our modern conception of the gravitational interaction the gravitational

field is the responsible for the geometrical properties of space-time.

Therefore, the objects characterising geometry can be identified with the

gravitational field. This is not enough however since one must give a

dynamics to this field. The first step io to construct a geometrical

invariant to be used as a Lagrangian density. The field equations one obtains

muBt then be confronted with observation. This procedure should select the

correct theory for the gravitational interaction and its underlying geometry.

In General Relativity space-time is conceived as a Rieraannian space in

which the fundamental field, the gravitational field, is identified with the

metric. The dynamics of the gravitational field is described by the Hilbert,

Lagrangian

-- \ (1.8)

where k̂  is the Einstein gravitational constant. The full La#ranpian Bust

incorporate also the contributions of matter. One obtains then the Einstein

field equations

** G m > = To > (1.9)

where G is the Einstein tensor and T is the energy-momentum tensor of

matter.

Einstein field equations have been applied to different physical

situations. The simplest case is in the absence of matter. A particular

application is to the motion of planets, considered as test particles, in the

solar gravitational field. The solution, the Schwarzschild metric, giveB

account of the anomalous shift of the perihelion of inner planets to an

accuracy of 1 per cent or better. In this case one is describing the effects

of pure gravity. The next step is the coupling of gravity to matter.

The coupling of gravity to matter is achieved, for instance, when
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considering the large scale structure of the universe where gravity becomes

coupled to a perfect fluid. The solution, the standard model of cosmology,

gives qualitatively good results concerning the evolution of the universe

from an initial singularity. However, the field equations predict relations

between the cosmological parameters in disagreement with the observed values.

Therefore General Relativity describes well the dynamics of the gravitational

field alone, but it fails when coupled to matter.

Furthermore, when one tries to quantise General Relativity one faces

with irremovable ultraviolet divergences. This pathological behaviour is

associated with very email distances which in a field theoretical language

corresponds to a high-energy regime. The common view is that at high energies

the geometrical properties of space-time are completely different from those

corresponding to a purely metric Riemannian space. One must therefore

construct a field theory for a more general geometry- The field theory one

constructs for this new geometry must produce, in the absence of matter, a

purely metric Riemannian geometry. Furthermore, gravitation, in the form of

General Relativity must be recovered.

The departures from purely metric Riemannian geometry might be of

several kinds and usually the considerations have been restricted to

modifications of the affine structure of space-time. Till now no one of the

proposed theories can claim success. Modifications of the metric structure of

space-time are, if not difficult to implement, less popular and even

inexistent. This is due to the previously mentioned fact that the Riemannian

perception of the universe ie so strongly rooted in our minds that it is

difficult to conceive any departure from it. This fact is in part due to our

psychological limitations in the same way in which we cannot imagine higher-

dimensional spaces, «e can conceive them mathematically, but not imagine them

at all. Due to the previous reasons all physics which have been developed to

explore the high-energy behaviour of space-time keeps using Riemannian

geometry. This is not even assumed or postulated, it ia just taken as a

default principle of nature. It is due to this fact that everything has been

tried less the possibility that the metric properties of space-time could be

non-Riemannian. Our aim is to explore this possibility.

Let us suppose that the geometry of space-time ie fourth-rank. Since we

observe a Riemannian behaviour we expect that in the low-energy regime of a

field theory describing the dynamics of the gravitational field the fourth-

rank metric becomes separable. Departures from Riemannianicity will appear,

as suggested previously, only for the high-energy regime. This do not

contradict the classical argumentation by Helmholtz which is no longer

acceptable once one considers the geometric structure of space-time at very

small distances, a regime to which we have not direct experimental access as

to verify the rigidity of bodies and in which quantum mehcanical effects

dominate.

As for Riemannian geometry we need to construct a geometrical invariant

to describe the dynamics of the gravitational field. The simplest lagrangian

which can be constructed is

where

{1.10)

(1.11)

As before the full Lagrangian must also consider the contributions of matter.

Sow we must apply a Palatini-like variational principle in which the

connection and the metric are varied independently. In all known cases of

physical interest the matter Lagrangian does not depend on the affine

connection. In this case the variation of the gravitational Lagrangian with

respect to the connection leads to a metricity condition for which the

solution is

• - \ }M • (1.12)

I.e., the connection is the Christoffel symbol of the second kind of the

tensor ? given by

t ~ <K > G ^.jo * (1.13)

which we have assumed to be regular. Equations (1.12) and (1.13) are a

metricity condition since they give the relation between v and G .

Therefore

One easily verifies then that

(1.15)

Variation of the Lagrangian with respect to the metric G gives

1 .. -1 __

)~ "2 R (1-16)

where T ^ is the energy-momentum tensor of matter, to be defined below, and

use has already been made of eq. (1.15).

The field equations (1.16) exhibit three energy regimes; low, medium,

and high. In the low-energy regime there is no matter and therefore the

fourth-rank metric is separable, G^j

In this case the field equations reduce to

g .. as can be read from (1,16).



(1.17)

which are in fact Einstein field equations in vacuum. This result will be

proved in full detail in the main text.

In the medium-energy regime the geometry is still Riemannian,

%v-xSe(u\l eXp)' b u t t*iere * s Eat'fcer involved. This possibility is not

excluded as a closer analysis of e<js. (1.16) reveals. In thie case the

gravitational field couples in a different way, as compared to General

Relativity, to matter. Lastly, we have the true high-energy regime in which

there is matter and the geometry is truly fourth-rank.

Since in vacuum the previous field equations coincide with those of

General Relativity we will have the same predictions concerning the

Schwarsschild metric and its applications. Departures from General Relativity

and from Riemannianieity will appear only in the presence of matter, which is

precisely the regime in which General Relativity fails in its predictions.

The large scale geometry of the universe seems to be Riemannian and

Eince there is matter present we are in the medium-energy regime previously

mentioned. In this context we develope a cosmological model based on the

Friedman-Robertson-Walker metric but which couples in a different way to

cosmic matter.

The astronomical observations indicate that our universe is isotropic

and homogeneous. These observations lead to the use of Friedman-Sobertson-

Walker {FRW) metrics. This geometry ie characterised by a function a(t) which

is roughly the radius of the universe and a parameter k taking the values +1,

0. or -1, for a closed, a spatially flat or an open universe, respectively.

On the other hand this geometry can be parametrised in terms of the

cosmological parameters H, the Hubble constant, and <j, the deacceleration

parameter. These functions are important because they are observable.

The observed redahift of galaxies shows that the universe has evolved

from a highly dense phase to a present day diluted universe. Since matter

cannot be compressed beyond the Planck density the universe has evolved from

an initial hot ball with radiua a which we have estimated to be
en *

~10 L ,.,,,- At large scales matter can be described as a perfect fluid,

characterised by the energy density P and the pressure p. Associated to the

FRW geometry there is a critical energy density pf which eets the scale of

energy densities. This allows to define the energy density parameter '"> which

is also an observable.

The values of the cosmological parameters K, q, and i\ are quite

difficult to determine with accuracy. In fact, the reported values have very

big dispersions. In our work we are going to use the more conservative values

reported in [7], MoBt relevant for our later applications is the energy
density parameter for which the reported value is O a 0.1-0.3, with an upper-

safety bound 0 » 0.18.

Further observations show that to a very big extent our space is quite

flat. Therefore, the parameter k characterising the FRW geometries must be

zero, k =0. The last important observation ia the fact that the universe is

quite isotropic and homogeneous at scales by far larger than the light

horizon. This is an indication that matter was in causal contact in the very

remote past. This condition roughly translates into r >a, where r is the

horizon radius.

The next task is to develop a gravitational theory fitting the previous

observations. The first candidate we have is General Relativity.

When General Relativity is applied to cosmology one obtains field

equations which are in conflict with the observed values of the cosmological

parameters. In thie case the field equations are

q = 4 <1 + 3-|) d . (1.18a)

n = i + -i . (1.18b)

The first equation shows that q>0 and from here one is used to conceive the

universe ae expanding from an initial singularity. This fact is in agreement

with observation. However, the second equation is incompatible with the

reported values for O and k . If one insists in keeping k =0 one has

n
pfkEl=l. This is the missing mass problem. In order to solve this problem one

considers inflation [8, 9, 10]. Inflation is intended to solve not only the

flatness or entropy problem, k=0, but also the horizon or causality problem.

These are the most intriguing puzzles of the standard model of cosmology.

However, inflationary cosmology will be sound only if later observations will

show that n s=l.

Therefore, from a coBmological point of view our conclusion is that

General Relativity ie an incomplete theory. In fact, it describes well, to a

very high accuracy, the effects of the gravitational field alone: the shift

of the perihelion of inner planets, the bending of light on strong

gravitational fields, etc., however it fails to describe the coupling of the

gravitational field to matter, for example, the standard model of cosmology.

We must look therefore for an improved theory for the gravitational

field coinciding with General Relativity in the vacuum case and with a

different way of coupling the gravitational field to matter. The theory of

fourth-rank gravity we have developed satisfies these requirements.
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When fourth-rank gravity is applied to cosmology we obtain field

equations in which the gravitational field couples, as compared to General

Relativity, in a different way to cosmic matter. For positive pressure the

flatness and the causality problems can be solved provided that q<0. This

does not contradict the observed expansion of the universe from ah initial

hot ball. For k=0 the field equations give

4y (1-19)

=0.038 which corresponds to an almost

l-4y-y*

where y^p/p. For n we obtain

pressureless perfect fluid.

Ae seen from (1.19) y cannot take a value greater than y=Y&-2 »0-236.

This meane that a relativistie fluid, y-1/3, cannot be described within our

approach. Therefore, we consider a model for the early universe in which

matter is governed by the state equation y=0.236 rather than that for pure

radiation, y=l/3. He find that causality is not violated for an age of the

universe larger than tCLM,:«10
iOt ......a 10" s. Before this classical time

quantum gravity effects dominate arid the very concept of causality is lost.

The model predicts an increasing total entropy such that the expansion of the

universe is an adiabatic non-isentropic process. Therefore, the evolution of

the universe in the framework of fourth-rank cosmology is, &a expected, an

irreversible process.

Therefore, our model agrees with the observed values of the cosmological

parameters and is able to solve at least the flatness and horizon problems

which are usually approached by inflationary cosmological models.

One is vised to think of cosmology in terms of General Relativity. In

this case q">0. Our field equations will be compatible with this assumption

and the observed flatness of the universe only if p<0. In this case we obtain

(1.20)

He obtain ySUE - u - » ^ -
Our field equations can be reinterpreted at the light of General

Relativity. In fact, they can be rewritten as Einstein field equations

coupled to a perfect fluid with an extra contribution which behaves as a

cosmological constant.

Our terminology concerning the evolution of the universe is as follows.

We consider the very early universe to be the regime in which quantum gravity

effects dominate; the early universe is therefore that for t;>tCl_.s in which a

classical treatment is sufficient; the present universe is that in which

matter is almost pressureless.
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The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we start by giving some

mathematical considerations. In section 3 we recall the fundamentals of

General Relativity. In section 4 we develop the fundamentals of fourth-rank

gravity. In section 5 we collect the observational results concerning our

universe. In section 6 we briefly show that the observed values of the

eoamological parameters do not fit into the Einstein field equations. In

section 7 we apply fourth-rank gravity to cosmology. Section 8 is dedicated

to some concluding remarks.

To our regret, due to the nature of this approach, in sections 3 and 6

we auBt bore the reader by exhibiting some standard and well known results in

order to illustrate where the new approach departs from the standard one.

2. Mathematical Preliminaries. Different!able Manifolds

Here we consider some elementary results for differentiate manifolds.

Let M be a «j-dimensional differentiate manifold, and let X^, a = o,...,d-l,be

local coordinates. The geometric properties of a differentiate manifold can

be roughly divided into affine properties and metric properties.

Affine properties are related to how one moves from one point to a close

one. These properties are mathematically described by the connection i f In

terms of the connection one can define the curvature or Siemann tensor

(2.1)

From here we can define the fticci tensor, or contracted Riemann tensor, given

by

_a r
vp V

X
vp Vo< (2.2)xp Xd * \>p ' v o( ' xp

This is the only sensible contraction of the Riemann tensor.

The metric properties of a differentiable manifold are related with the

way in which one measures distances. Let us remember the fundamental

definitions concerning the metrical properties of our universe. Here we take

recourse to the classical argumentation by Riemann [13. The infinitesimal

element of distance ds is a function of the coordinates x and their-

differentials dx

ds = f{x, dx) ,

which is homogeneous of the first-order in

f(x, X dx) = X fCx, dx) .

(2.3)

(2.4a)
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and is positive defined

d8 > 0 . (2.4b)

Of course the possibilities are infinitely many, tiet us restrict our

considerations to monomial functione. Then we Mill have

ds =

In order for this quantity to be positive r mist be an even number.

The e imp lest choice ia r=2

(2.5)

(2.6)

which corresponds to Riemannian geometry. The coefficients g are the

components of the covariant metric tensor. The determinant of the metric is

defined by

The inverse metric ie defined by

• ' ' "d-i

(2.7)

(2.8)

and satisfies

The next possibility is r -4 In this case the line element ia given by

ptix^ dxu6xXdx? . (2.10)ds" =

It is clear that this possibility is observationally excluded at the scale of

distances of our daily life. However, a Riemannian behaviour can be obtained

for separable spacts.^epace is said to be g«b«ratl< if Ci.-ji. is of the form

In this case formula (2.io) reduces to (2.6) and therefore all the predictions

and formulae obtained for a generic Gwt,>L-,
mUBt reduce to those for Riemannian

geometry when applied to a separable metric.

The determinant of the metric G .L-,_is defined as

(2.12)

where the e's can be chosen as the usual completely antisymmetric Levi-Civita

symbols. The inverse metric is defined by

12

"J-I <*VP,U

The previous inverse metric satisfies the relations

(2.13)

That the previous is true can be verified by hand in the two-dimensional case

and with computer algebraic manipulation for three and four dimensions [11].

In the case of a separable metric the previous formulae reduce to

"- g* (2.15a)

•' g*r' . (2.15b)

Up to now the connection r and the metric are unrelated. They can be

related through a metricity condition. In Riemannian geometry this metricity

condition reads

The number of unknowns for a symmetric r and the number of equations (2.16)

are the Bame, vis. d (d+l)/2. Therefore, since this is an algebraic linear

system, the solution is unique and is given by the familiar Christoffel

symbols of the second kind

In the case of a fourth-rank metric a condition analogous to (2.16) would

read

- r - r

p j
(2.18)

However, in this case, the number of unknowns r is, as before, d (ct+11/2,

while the number of equations is

Z^d* Id + 1) (d + 2) (d + 3) > Ax <d + l)/2 . (2.19)

Therefore the system is overdetermined and some differentio-algebraic

conditions must be satisfied by the metric. Since, in general, such

restrictions will not be satisfied by a generic metric one must deal with r

and G as independent objects, k metricity condition can be imposed

consistently only if the number of independent components of the metric is

less than that naively implied by (2.18). The maximum acceptable number of

13
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independent components is d{d+i)/2. ThiB can be achieved, for instance, if

the metric is a separable one. One can furthermore verify that in this case

the metric!^y condition (2.16) reduces to the usual metricity condition

(2.16) and therefore r is precisely that for Riemannian geometry, i.e., the

Christoffel symbol of the second kind.

3. General Relativity

In this section we recall some of the fundamentals of General

Relativity. Even when they are standard results we include them here in order

to see how the new approach departs from the standard one.

In General Relativity space-time is conceived as a Riemannian manifold

and the metric g v is identified with the gravitational field.

In order to describe the dynamics of the gravitational field we need to

construct an invariant which might be used as Lagrangian. In Riemannian

geometry the simplest invariant which can be constructed is

R(g. n = i1" Rpl/r) ,

which in the case of a metric space is rewritten as

pu"

(3.1)

(3.2)

The analytical formulation of General Relativity takes as its starting

point the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian

A*-1 (g) = K R(g) f- 8) (3.3)

where k =c /BITS is the Einstein gravitational conBtant; G being the Newton
E W pi

constant. The full Lagrangian must consider also the contributions of matter

Variation of the Lagrangian with respect to the metric

gives the Einstein field equations

where

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

is the energy-momentum tensor of matter; the 2 stands for the fact that the

energy-momentum tensor is related to Riemannian. second-rank, geometry.

As a starting point for General Relativity one can also consider the

"Palatial" Lagrangian

jfp(B. n = kf g^R p l / r> (- * j i /* -

In this case one must also consider the contributions of matter

(3.8)

(3.9)

Now the connection and the metric are varied independently in a procedure

known as the Palatini variational principle. Variation of the Lagrangian with

respect to r gives

sr
- O • (3.10)

In all known cases of physical interest one has [12]

o . (3.11)

In this case eq. (3.10) reduces to a metricity condition equivalent to

(2.16), therefore the connection is given by the Christoffel symbol of the

second kind for the etric g . Variation with respect to the metric

-= 0 (3.12)

gives

K CR V(T) ~ o * x 'f) S y3 = T - (3.13)

If we now use the previously obtained metricity condition these equations

reduce to the original Einstein field equations (3.6). Therefore, the

procedures of imposing the metricity condition and of applying the

variational principle coontute.

Einstein field equations can be rewritten in the Landau form

where

with

I,

— T - T rf

' " *4, »v 2 X Bt

is the reduced energy-momentum tensor.

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)
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Einstein field equations have been applied to many physical situations.

The first classical test of any theory of gravitation is in the solar system.

In this case one needs to eolve Einstein field equations in vacuum for a

spherically symmetric field. The solution is the exterior Schwarzschild

metric. Uaing this metric one can give account for the anomalous shift of the

perihelion of inner planets and for the bending of light raye near the solar

surface, to an accuracy of 1 per cent or better.

The next test concerns the coupling of gravity to matter. This is

achieved, for instance, when considering the large scale structure of the

universe where gravity becomes coupled to a perfect fluid.

Here we undertake a more radical approach consisting in considering the

possibility that General Relativity is an incomplete theory. However, it is

in good agreement with observation in the vacuum case, the Schwarzschild

solution. Therefore, what is failing in General Relativity ie the way in

which the gravitational field couples to matter.

Seme hints, on how this problem can be approached, come from high-

energy physics. When one tries to quantise General Relativity one discovers

that there are irremovable ultraviolet divergences. This is taken as

indicative of the fact that at small dietances the geometry of space-time may

be different from the Riemannian one. The current view is that General

Relativity, with its Riemannian structure, is only the low-energy, large

distance, manifestation of a more general theory at small distances. Many

poasibilites have been explored mainly in the direction of modifying the

affine structure of space-time. Up to our knowledge, modifications of the

metric structure of Bpace-time have not yet been attempted. As stated in the

introduction the purpose of this work is to explore this possibility and it

is to this problem that we turn our attention now.

4. Fourth-Rant Gravity

In this section we develop a theory for the gravitational field baaed on

fourth-rank geometry. General Relativity is recovered only in the vacuum

case. Before entering in formal developments there is a natural question to

be answered: How a field theory for the fourth-rank metric would connect with

the usual theories of gravitation based on the oecond-rank metric? In order

to answer this question one must take recourse to the concept of separable

spaces. In fact, in this case the line element factorises and we are back to
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the Riemannian case. Thus, the metricity condition (2.18) has a Boluticm: the

connection is the Christoffel symbol of the 3econd kind for the metric g .

and therefore the space is Riemannian. This would explain why the universe,

if described by a fourth-rank metric, at large scales it looks

Riemannian. The problem is now to obtain this Riemannian behaviour as the

low-energy regime of some field theory.

4 . 1 . Fourth-Rank Gravitat ional Equations

As in General Relativity, in order to describe the dynamics of the

gravitational field we need to construct a geometrical invariant. At our

disposal we have the metric, which is a fourth-rank tensor, and the Ricci

tensor, which is second-rank one. From the metric alone i t is impossible to

construct any invariant, therefore «e mist combine the metric and the Ricci

tensor. The simplest invariant is

<R4><r. G) = GulApR....<l
XP (4.1)

The Lagrangian must have dimensions of an energy density. In this case the

coupling constant will be just the EinBtein gravitational constant. Based on

this simple dimensional analysis ue choose

", G) = K^RV'VrG) • - (4.2)

Other choices of the Lagrangian will need the use of ft in the coupling

constant. The previous is the analogous of the Palatini l«tgrangian for

General Relativity- But now, since there is no metricity condition, a

Lagrangian anologous to the Einstein-Hilbert one simply does not exist.

Therefore we can drop the dependence on r and G without risk of confusion.

The total Lagrangian must consider also the contributions of matter and
is given by

(4.4)

Variation with respect to the connection gives

where

/JV fJV

a la )
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.Hd where

with

R,

(4.51

{4.6)

(for simplicity, we have omitted K^). As mentioned previously, in all known

cases of physical interest the matter Lagrangian does not depend on the

connection; this fact is independent on the metric properties of space-time.

Therefore the second term in (4-4) vanishes and one remains with a metricity

condition which has the solution

i.e., the connection is the Chrietoffel symbol of the second kind for the

tensor ,v, which we have assumed to be regular- We can therefore write

T? m : R CT) . (4,8)

Furthermore

- R(T)
Variation with respect to G

gives

where

= - G

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

6G

is the fourth-rank analogous of the energy-moment™ tensor. With the use of

ey. (4.9) we can rewrite eq. {4.11 ) as

More information can be obtained from eq. (4.13) by observing that the

energy-momentum tensor must decompose in one part proportional to the metric

and one part which is a separable tensor. In order to accommodate all the

symmetries '\'ti necessary to write

t (4.14)

V
In this case the field equations reduce to the sisaple form

and, as a further consequence ue have

where ^. pVJ (T). One would be tempted to replace

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

by the reduced

energy-momentum tensor appearing in {3.14). However, that tensor was derived

£ro» a Lagrangian containing a metric: g , an object which is, in principle.

absent in fourth-rank geometry. The ± sign is of main relevance for the

applications.

4,2. The Different Energy Regimes

The field equations (4.13) exhibit three energy regimes: low, medium and

high. In the low-energy regime there ie no matter and therefore the geometry

is Riemannian, ^ y j ^ B , uyg. ., as can be read from (4.13). In this case

furthermore the field equations reduce to the Einstein field equations in

vacuum. In the medium-energy regime the geometry is still Riemannian.

G u^-g j8 x \»
 t w t n o w t h e r e i s oatter in the game. This possibility is not

excluded ae a closer analysis of eqs. (4.13) reveals. Finally, we have the

true high-energy regime in which there is matter and the geometry is truly

fourth-rank.

4.2.1. The Low-Energy Regi me

In the low-energy regime •CMiTTr1l=0 and then the field equations reduce

(4.IS), - - | <Rl> G^Xf] = 0 -

In order to further analyse this equation it is better to start from the

Lagrangian

I J* AHNt A ~ kE t<R*>'* +A ] <5 , (4.19)

1 containing a cosmologieal cosntant A. The original gravitational Lagrangian
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is obtained as

The field equations

A _

are now

1 r= 1

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

The only sensible solution is when the equare bracket is zero. For this to be

the case one should have

Hi
V->

The contravariant fourth-rank metric is

The tensor / is given by

On the other hand

R J = <R*;> = 2 R (R + A) .

The previous is equivalent to

R <R + 2 A) = 0 .

We choose the solution

R - - 2 A .

Then

Finally, the expression for y reduces to

The field equations reduce, in the limit A-O, to

(4.23a)

(4.23b)

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

Other limit procedures can produce a different numerical factor in (4.30).

However, the Ricci tensor is independent of this factor such that (4.31) is

unchanged.
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One can conclude that this theory coincides with General Relativity only

in the vacuum case and that departures will be obtained only in the presence

of matter.

4. 2 . 2 . The Medium-Energy Regime

In the medium-energy .-egime the metrics fty^,, and g are related

through (2.11). In this cate it is therefore reasonable to replace S „ with

that appearing in (3.14)

kE RjjjjOO = * Sj,uy
( 8 ) • (4.32)

However, the field equations (4.32) are not equivalent to Einstein field

equations since the Ricci tensor appearing there ia for the tensor r t and

not for the metric g . The previous choice is a delicate point since other

mechanisms of coupling the fourth-rank geometry with "second-rank" matter can

be conceived. For example one can consider

KE * W r1 = ± Tt uV<g) * (4.33)

which is not equivalent to (4.32). We have explored this and other

possibilities and we have concluded that {4.32) is the correct choice. Which

sign is to be chosen in (4.32) must be decided by considering some

application.

The-large scale geometrical structure of our universe seems to be well

described by Riemannian geometry, and since matter is involved, its

description belongs to the previously mentioned medium-energy regime. We

explore this possibility in section 7.

S. Cosmographj

In this section we collect the observational results concerning the

structure of the universe and i t s evolution. Further detai ls can be found in

[7, 6, 9, 13, 14],

The observed isotropy and homogeneity of the universe gives as the only

possible Riemannian geometry for the universe a Friedman-Robertson- Walker

(FEW) geometry. FRW spaces are characterised by the cosmic radius a( t ) and by

the constant k=l ,0 , - l , corresponding to a closed, spatially f la t , and open

universe, respectively. The curvature properties of a FRW geometry can be
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rewritten in terms of the cosmological parameters H, the Hubble constant, and

q» the deacceleration parameter, which can. in principle, be determined from

the observed distance versus redshift Hubble diagram [7, 13, 14].

The observed redshift of galaxies shows that the universe was very dense

in the past and that it has evolved to the present diluted state. Since

matter cannot be compressed beyond the Planck density one must consider the

universe as evolving from an initial hot ball. One can furthermore estimate
60

the radius of the initial hot ball to be ao=10 L p ^ ^ -

In order to have compatibility with the observed homogeneity and

isotropy of the universe,cosmic matter must be described as a perfect fluid.

The perfect fluid is characterised by p, the energy density, and p, the

pressure, and they are related by the state equation of matter, p^=y. For

y=l/3 one has a radiation dominated, or ultrsrelativietic, perfect fluid; for

y=sO one has instead a non-relativistic, or almost pressureless, perfect

fluid. Based on the observation one can therefore conclude that the universe

has evolved from a relativistic to a non-relativistic regime.

In the framework of the FRW geometry one can introduce a critical

density parameter Pc which sets the scale of energy densities. One can then

introduce the cosmic density parameter Stn/p,

The parameters H, q and O are observable and any proposed cosmological

theory must be confronted with these observed values.

Observation shows isotropy at large scales. In order to exhibit this

behaviour the different regions of the universe havt to be in causal contact

from the beginning. Observation shows furthermore that our universe is almost

spatially flat, k-0, i.e., its geometry is almost Euclidean.

Any proposed cosmological model must agree with the previously described

observational results.

5.1. Isotropy, the Cosmological Principle and FRW Spaces

The observation Bhons that the universe is isotropic and homogeneous.

These facts give as the only possible Riemannian geometry a FRW metric. In

this case the line element is

dsx = dtx - a*(t) At* , (5.1)

where

x a, i i
dP = d e + sine dCf . (5.2b)

In the previous «(t) is the cosmic scale factor and dt is the line element

of a maximally symmetric three-dimensional space-like section. The radial

coordinate r ia written in units Buch that the constant k takes the values 1,

0 or -1. The parameter k characterises the geometry of the space-like

sections of the universe. For k=l the universe ie closed; for k=0 it is flat;

for k=-l it is open.

The Ricci tensor is given by

V = ~ ~ T C a « * (I* + &*>3 S]iA-~t [ a a + 2 (k + ax)] g ^ . (5.3)

Hence, the scalar curvature i s

( 5 . 4 )

These quantities can be parametrised in terms of the cosmological parameters

R = - — [a a + (k + a"2!] .

H = i ,a (5.5a)

At* - k dr*+ (5.2a)

which is the Hubble "constant", and which is a true constant only for a de

Sitter apace; and

q = --55-= - 1 -JL , (5.5b)
a H x

which is the deacceleration parameter. The importance of this parametrisation

resides in the fact that H and q can be determined from the observed Hubble

diagram.

S. E. Observed Values of the Cosmological Parameters

The situation with the observed values of the cosmological parameters is

not a happy one. In fact, due to several practical difficulties, they are

quite inaccurate. In some cases this inaccuracy does not allow to

discriminate the validity of different coamological models.

It oust be emphasized that for our purposes we need values of the

cosoological parameters determined in a model independent way. The Hubble

diagram must at the same time provide the Hubble constant, H, and the

deacceleration parameter, q. However, the Hubble diagram shows a big

: dispersion for big values of H such that no relaible value for q exists

today. The energy density is determined from the cosmic virial theorem and
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the infall to the Virgo cluster [7, 13].

There exists a wide range of reported values for the cosmological

parameters [7, 8, 14] depending on both the nature of the performed

observation and the interpretation of the observed data. We use the values

reported in [7]

h = 0.5 - 1.0 ,
06S

(5.6)

with preferred values closer to 0.5 H\an to 1.0. The determination of q from

deviations from the linear Hubble law is almost imposible with the present

day accuracy of the existing observations.

Since H is positive one can conclude that the universe has been evolving

frrjE a very dense state to a very diluted present universe.

Since matter cannot

be conpreased beyond the Planck density one can estimate the radius of the

initial hot ball universe.

5.3. The Matter Content of the Universe. The Perfect Fluid

In order to be compatible with the observed homogeneity and isotropy of

the universe, cosmic natter must be described as a perfect fluid.

A perfect fluid is characterised by the energy-momentum tensor

V = P ) *
(5.7)

where p and p are the energy density and pressure of cosmic matter, and

such that

ut>
» u.i u u = 1 •

The reduced energy-momentum tensor, defined in (3.W).

L = (e+ P> \ uv "T (P-|> > guy •

(5.8b)

(5.9)

In order to relate the energy density p and the pressure p one needs a

state equation. THO well understood regimes are the ultra-re lativistic

regime, radiation dominated, in which y-p/£>=l/3, and the non-relativistic

regime, "dust" matter dominated, in which y*0.

The coupling of gravity to matter needs the Einstein gravitational

constant K( - Combining this with the FRW geometry we obtain the critical

density
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= 1.96 x h * g/csss* , (5.10)

where

h = H
lOOkm/sec/Mpc "

This leads to the introduction of the cosmic energy density parameter

in such a way that Pz sets the scale of energy densities.

The observed value for the energy density ratio is

06 S
K 0.1 - 0.3 .

There is furthermore a safety upper bound

0.18 .

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)
SkfE

From the microwave background radiation one observes that the present

value of the total entropy in the universe is so large as to be of order 10

[8, 9, 10]. On the other hand one would expect entropy to be governed by the

third thenBodynamical principle, the statement that the entropy is always a

non-decreasing function of tine. One is therefore faced to the problem of

determining whether the entropy of the universe has always been ae large as

it is today, dS-O, or if it has evolved from a smaller value. From an

intuitive point of view it is quite improbable that dS=O.

Sow, with the observed values of O and H we can estimate a0 ae, follows.

The mass of the universe is assumed to be a conserved quantity. At t=0 we

assume that mass was compressed at Planck, density. This allows to determine

a to be
o

PL»,KtK J

We have estimated the mass of the universe to be

-3 «<>

H ~ 10 M

Therefore

a * 10 L
• PLMCK

He can furthermore introduce a time scale

t a w = a,/c * 1O'° t

(5.15)

<5.16J

(5.17)

(5.18)

In all our estimations this is the time at which quantum effects are no more

important and one enters into a classical regime.

Our estimate contains an error of a few orders of magnitude which is not

relevant to our analysis.
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5.4. Flatness and Causality-

Further observations show that our present day universe is almost flat,

i.e., its geometry is almost Euclidean; this means that

k = 0 . (5.19)

The other observation concerns the isotropy of the universe

over large regions of space; this means that all regions were causally

connected in the past. For this to be the case one should have

r > a , (5.20)
K

where r is the horiaon radius which seta the size of the region in which

causal contact can be achieved.

For a FRW space the horizon radius is

t du
(5.21)

which is the maximum distance th«tt light signals can travel during the age £

of the universe.

6. The Standard Model of Cosmology

The standard model of cosmology i s based on the Einstein field
equations. They provide the coupling of gravity, or geometry, given by a FRW
metric, to matter, described by a perfect fluid.

The Einstein-Friedman equations are equivalent to

P - 3 k f-i- (k +
3.

> 0 ,

p = - —x [2 a a + (k + k*)1

(6.1a)

(6.1b)

From them one can easily deduce that

T dS = dU + P dV - 0 . {6.2)

Therefore, the standard model of cosmology predicts that the expansion of the

universe is an adiabatic isentropic process such that there is no entropy

production.
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In tenaB of the eossaological parameters eqs. (6.1) can be rewritten as

~ _ , . k <6.3a)

q : | ( l + 3 y ) O . {6.3b)

In order to verify the validity of the previous equations we will

consider them for the present and the early univerae.

6.1. The Present Universe

The observed values of G and k, (5.13), (5.14) and (5.19), do not fit

into eq. (6.3a). There exist two possibilities in front to this impasse. The

first one consists into assuming k =0, n M =1. This is preferred by some

authors for "aesthetic or philosophical reasons" [7]. This takes us to the

"HiiBsing mass" problem.

The second possibility 1 B to accept O <1. then one should have

k =-1, as deduced from (6.3a). which corresponds to an open universe. If

the non-re lativistic regime has lasted for quite a long time then we can

integrate the field equations {6.1b) to

•4,a (k + a") = a > 0 , (6.4)

where a is an integration constant. Since we assume k--l, it is not possible

to have a~0, i.e., there is no maximum and the universe will expand forever.

A further integration gives

ln[2 (a1 2 at s X + (a +<t a ) - •*•

where X is a further integration constant. For very large

t * a ,

such that

a « 1 .

Then d goes to the value

o %0 .

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

Hence, it is clear that the observed COBBOlogical data do not fit into

the field equations and that even under strong assianptionB on the observed

values of the coomological parameters the situation cannot be much improved.
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0.2. The Early Universe

At early times matter is described by the state equation y=l/3. In this

case the Einstein field equations reduce to

a a + (k + a ) = 0 .

The solution is

4 = (a t +

it
a - (c t +

lit

for k=0,-l, respectively. The horizon radii are given by

= 2 ± - a,] ,

(1 + ln[x + {1 +

(6.9)

(6.10a)

(6.10b)

(6.11a)

(6.11b)

where x=ct/a,, . In both cases causality is not violated for t>tCLfcs. Our

result differs from the standard one since we have considered a universe

evolving from an initial hot ball with a finite radius rather than from an

inicial singularity.

6. 3. Comments

Since n o e s<l one should expect an open universe with k =-1. However,

the large scale structure of the universe tells us that k is rather close to

zero so that ii must be close to unity; but this is more or less excluded by

the cossoological data [7]. This ambiguous situation is one of the most

serious puzzles of the standard model of cosmology known as the flatness

problem.

One can easily conceive the local isotropy of the universe however the

global isotropy remains inconceivable since, in the standard model of

cosmology, regions separated by distances exceeding the light horizon, i.e.

causally disconnected regions in the universe, cannot be correlated with each

other. Researchers dealing with the microwave background radiation show that

10* years after its birth the universe was isotropic at a scale by far

larger than the size of causal contact r {7, 8, 143. This violates for sure

the causality principle and this is another ambiguous puzzle of the standard

model, the so called horizon or causality problem.

The previous inconsistencies can be removed if either the true value of

the Hubble constant h is less than that implied by the present
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observations or if the true value of the energy density parameter O ^ is

greater than the observed one. The former possibility is related to the
incompleteneBB of the hot big bang theory while the latter asks for more

accurate measurements. The inflationary universe scenario deals with the

first scheme; cf. [8, 9, 10] for a detailed account on inflationary cosmology

and further references.

Another question the standard model is unable to answer concerns the

problem of the large total entropy in the universe, a problem in fact related

to the flatness problem [8, 9, 10]. One of the predictions of standard

cosmology is that the expansion of the universe is an adiabatic isentropic

process. Therefore, from the point of view of standard cosmology the entropy

of the universe has always been as large as it is today. If the inflationary

scenario solves, among others, the flatness and causality problems, it is

because it predicts a brief reheating period that follows the supercooling,

inflation, and during which the entropy is created.

7. Fourth-Rank Cosmology

The large scale geometry of the universe seems to be Riemannian.

Furthermore there is matter present. Therefore, in the context of fourth-rank

gravity, the description of the cosmic properties of the universe belongs to

the previously mentioned medium-energy regime of our model. Therefore the

metric G ^ will be separable in terms of a metric g v which we assume to be

the FRW metric. Matter is described by a perfect fluid; therefore we use the

same energy-momentum tensor appearing in (5.7).

When fourth-rank gravity is applied to cosmology one should deal with

the equations analogous to the Einstein-Friedman equations of standard

cosmology. In fourth-rank gravity however matter enters the field equations

in a non-linear way. An essential difference with respect to General

Relativity 1 B the fact that the equations determining the evolution of the

universe involve not only the energy density and the pressure but also their

time derivatives. Therefore in order to correctly deal with these equations

one should provide a time dependent state equation. However, the two extreme

situations we are interested in, vi-z. the ultrarelativistic and the non-

relativistic regimen, had lasted for such a long time that we can confidently

work, under the assumption of a time independent state equation.

In order to be consequent with k =0 we must assume q<0. In this case
OBS
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the flatness and horizon problems do find a solution. Our approach is however

restricted to y<0.236. Therefore, a relativistic regime y=l/3 is excluded. We

consider an early universe in which matter is described by the state equation

y^O.236.

In General Relativity q>Q and a(t) is a convene function of t. From this

f''.ct one deduces the existence of a singularity at some time in the past.

This qualitative prediction of General Relativity is considered a success of

the theory. However, an evolution from an initial singularity nay also be

conceived with a concave function, q<0, as one can see from the figure.

If we insist in keeping q>0, and in order to agree with ^ O B S - 0 -
 w e must

assume p<0. The generalised Friedman equations are compatible with the

observed values of O and k, so that the flatness problem can be overcame. For

early times the radius of the universe grows linearly while the horizon

radius grows faster for a time bigger than t . At earlier times quantum

gravity effects become important and our classical approach breaks down such

that there is no violation of causality.

Since our model can find solution for both the flatness and horizon

problems it appears that this treatment contains in a natural way the basic

ingredients of both the standard model of cosmology and inflation- In the

language of inflationary cosmology we can therefore reinterpret our

assumption of negative pressure as related to the presence at early times of

a cosmological constant.

7.1. Preliminaries

The field equations are

From here one directly obtains

(7.1)

On the other hand Me have

The inverse of (7.3) is given by

(7.2)

(7.3)

(7.4)
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where

- 3 (l-2y+5yV
(7.5a.)

- ^ y(l-2y)

Further useful guantitiea are

J = D - C = — ^ - ( 1 - 2 y + 5
^ y

(7.5b)

(7.6)

(1 + 3 y) C - 3 (1 - y) J = - 3 J . (7.7)

There is a global ± sign in (7.2)-{7.4) which we have fixed at will since the

final result is independent of this choice.

The generalised Friedman equations will agree with k_ =0 if q<0, p>0,

or p<0, q>0.

7.2. Positive Pressure

The first step is to calculate the Ricci tensor for the metric y . Let

us start by writing the corresponding line element

ds* = J df1 + C a* dt1 .

Bow we introduce the new time coordinate

dr = J "* dt .

Then the line element is written as

cts* = + A*

with

A = [C ilt a]<r) .

(7.8)

(7.9)

(7.10)

(7.11)

The previous is nothing else but a FRW line element with Euclidean signature;

we can therefore use eqs. (f.3) with a +-A . The Ricci tensor ie then given

by

fJV
- -— U A" - (- k + A'*)] u,,

'*)- ij-IA A" + 2 (- k+ A'*)]
n

(7.12)

where primes denote derivatives with respect t o r . In the system of
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coordinates involving t the previous expression is given by

- ~ C A A" + 2 (- k + A'1)] ryv , (7.13)

Comparieon with the Ricci tensor obtained from the field equations, eq.

(7.1), gives

- n it ,iA rii. 3 y) p

- k-£— [A A" + 2 (- k + A'x)] =i i {l - v ) p .
1 A l

Theee field equations can be rewritten as

(7.14a)

(7.14b)

(7.15a)

- 3 J A A" + 2 (1 + 3 y) C (- k + A'1) = 0 , (7.15b)

where we have used (7.7). The field equations written in this form are of

practical use since the first one allows to determine the value of k when

evaluated at the present time. The second one allows to determine the

evolution of the early universe.

The entropy variation is governed by

p a p a y f 7 . 1 S )

(l-4y-y2) ' ' (l-2y)(l-2y+5yi)(l-4y-yi)

Since the radius of the universe grows at a rate much larger that that by

which y decreases, the previous quantity is positive. Hence the model

predicts, in a natural way, an increasing total entropy of the universe.

Thus, fourth-rank cosmology predicts an adiabatic non-isentropie, and

therefore irreversible, expansion of the universe.

The previous field equations can be easily solved when y behaves like a

constant.

7. 2,1. Constant y

In the two physical regijnes in which we are interested y behaves like a

constant. In this case the relevant equations are obtained with the simple

replacements
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A •» C a ,

In this case eq. (7.14a) is rewritten like

Equations (7,15) reduce to

6 k.-i_<-

(7.17a)

(7.17b)

(7.16)

(7.19a)

- 3 + 2 (1 + 3 y) (- k +-Y&1) - 0 . (7.19b)

Equations (7.18) and (7.13a) can be rewritten in terms of the cosmological

parameters as

1 + 3 y) n. , (7.20)q = ±Y

(7.21)

respectively.

Let us observe that eq. (7.20) with the upper sign is the eaiae we obtain

in General Relativity, uis., (6.3b). That equation has lead to the common

belief that g>0. From this fact one deduces that the universe has evolved

from an initial singularity. Since matter cannot be compressed beyond the

Planck density it is more reasonable to consider an initial hot ball with

finite radius. The existence of such hot ball is not excluded if q<0, as can

be seen from the figure. Furthermore, the present observational status of the

Hubble diagram does not allow to determine the sign of q.

7.2.2. The Present Universe

In order to obtain compatibility with k -0 we must choose the lower

sign. In this case (7.21) reducee to

n =
4y

(7.22)
l-4y-yi

This quantity is positive for 0£y<\|i-2»».236, and negative for y>0.236.

Therefore, this model is applicable only for y<0.236. The previous equation

can be inverted to
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(1 +*!)•*+.TV*-2 (1 +fl)1 .

The other equation reduces to

(1 - 4 y - y1*) a a - 2 y (1 + 3 y) a* = 0 ,

and can be applied to the early universe too.

For the observed values of Q we obtain

y = 0.023 ,
DA

y = 0.058 ,
6 1

v 1 8 = °-038 •
These are good bounds for almost presaureless perfect fluids.

For saall y eq. (7.210 reduces to

a * 0 ,

therefore

a ~ a t + 0 ,

where e* and ̂  are integration constants.

(7.23)

(7.24)

(7.25a)

(7.25b)

(7.25c)

(7.26)

(7.27)

7.2.3. The Early Universe

The early universe is more delicate to deal with. Since our approach

cannot be applied to y=l/3 we must consider the early universe as described

by y^0.236. In this case we obtain a=0 and it is clear that this corresponds

to the minimum radius of the universe. The solution is

The horizon radiuB is

r = c t .
H

Causality is not violated for t>t

(7.28)

(7.29)

CLKS"

7.3. Negative Pressure

The calculation for p<0 is almost identical to that for p>0. Therefore,

we just show the results and conclusions. Since one is used to think of the

evolution of the universe in terms of q>0 this was the case we favoured in
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our previous works [15, 16]. In thie case the field equations are compatible

with flatness only if p<0. The entropy is again an increasing function of

time. The analogous of (7.22) is

0 = - (7.30)

l-4y-y*

The previous equation provides a state equation for matter. In fact this

equation can. be inverted to

- 2

For the reported values of O we obtain

y = - 0.10 ,

(7.31)

(7.32a)

(7.32b)

y - - 0.055 .
9.18

(7.32c)

The lower bound corresponds approximately to non-relativistic cosmic matter,

which is in agreement with present observations- The upper bound is to high

to describe non-relativistic matter. In thiB case one has also a linear

growing of the radius of the universe

a = a t + ft , (7.33)

where a and a are integration constants.

For the early universe one can put y=-l/3. One then obtains

a = 0 . (7.34)

The solution ie therefore

a = a0 (1 + v t/a.) . (7.35)

where v can be thought of as the initial velocity of expansion of the

universe.

The horizon radius ie given by

\ =* .£<! +vt/«t>
causality is then not violated for t>t^

v t/a() ; (7.36)

8. Fourth-Rank Cosmology at the Ligth of General Rela t iv i ty

We have seen that this model is able to solve the flatness and horizon
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problems. The two previous problems are usually approached through General

Relativity plus some inflationary seechanism. In order to emphasize acre this

point of view «e will try to reinterpret our field equations at the light of

General Relativity.

The Ricci tensor for y can be decomposed as

The extra term fl can be brought to the right-hand side of the field

equations and absorbed in the energy-momentum tensor.

This allows to interpret the extra term as the effect of a field driving

inflation. This is due to the fact that fourth-rank gravity behaves, at least

in what concerns the horizon and flatness problems, like General Relativity

plus inflation.

For the Ricci tensor we have

R....<r) = - —. [A A" - (- k + A'*)J fl J V 4 - * C A A" + 2 f- k + A'4)] Tyy

= t- (2 J+W-JP+^C-

--=- [A A" 4 2 (- k + A'")] t^v -

In the almost constant y regime the Ricci tensor reduces to

D a 2 £ -Jt., 6 ° 6 °

(8.2)

2 (- k (8.3)

Wee can now easily evaluate QpiJ which is given by the simple expression

V=J(r+2f*)(V 'i*2i'{V-
The trace is given by

1 1

Then we can define

(8.5)

(B.6)

The tensors R p l/«). S ^ »nd « ̂ „are all of th« same order at any epoch

of the evolution of the universe. Therefore, even when they decrease with

increasing tine, the t e ™ 6 ^ will persist and no recover of the standard

taodel is possible.

The previous result can be interpreted at the light of inflationary

cosmology. The contribution of Q to the energy-momentum ter.aor can be seen

as a vacuum potential energy in the early universe. This, in fact, is one of

the most relevant features of inflation.

9. Concluding Remarks

Some of the results we have obtained are quite unexpected and

surprising- Among them we have the fact that the gravitational theory

developed in section 3 coincides with General Relativity only in the vacuum

case and differs from it when matter is present; this is the regime in which

General Relativity fails in its predictions. When applied to cosmology we

obtain no contradiction with obeervation.

In this paper we focused our attention on some of the cosmological

aspects of fourth-rank gravity. Our main result is the fact that in the

medium-energy regime fourth-rank gravity combined with the cosmological

principles can provide us with a good description of both, the early and the

present day universe, a description at least free from the horizon and

flatnee problems. These two among other problems of the standard hot big-bang

model have puzzled physicists for nany years. A satisfactory solution to

these puzzles ie contained in the clever idea of inflation. We expect the

model proposed here to be an alternative to the solution of the previous

difficulties with the standard model of cosmology.

We have shown that fourth-rank gravity is compatible with cosmological

observations in the presence of cosmic matter with positive pressure. This

posibility was excluded in our previous work [16] since we were induced to

conceive the presence of a singularity in the paBt only in the case of a

positive deacceleration parameter, q>0. A negative deacceleration parameter,

9<0, does not ejcclude the existence of such a singularity in the past. The

model predicts in a natural way an increasing total entropy of the universe.

The only restriction on the ooctel io its applicability only for p/p<0.236,

therefore we consider an early universe in which the state equation of matter

i ie p/p=0.236. The model is furthermore free from the flatness and horizon

problems. For the present time, O =0.18, our model predicts a state

(equation p/feO-038, which corresponds to an almost pressureless perfect

I fluid.

' ''•''.';•!'•
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Other problems of the standard model are part ia l ly , if not total ly ,

overcome in the framework of inflationary cosmology and had not been

considered in thiB paper. The reason for thie lack is that most of these

problems rised when applying part icle physics to cosmology; thie is the case

of the primordial monopolee, domain walls, gravitinos and str ings. Therefore,

in order to consider these problems in the context of fourth-rank .cosmology

one has f i r s t to look, for a self-consistent field theory in such "curved

spaoe-tioee" used in fourth-rank gravity.

Another interesting problem which we have not considered here is the

cosmological constant problem. However, in order to be considered

consistently one should study fourth-rank gravity in the high-energy regime,

i . e . . one should construct and "extended quantum cossology".

Finally, we should emphasize the question concerning the analogous in •

fourth-rank gravity of the equivalence principle. Since in the low and

medium-energy regimes the geometry of this model reduces somehow to the

Riemannian geometry, one can claim that there i s an answer.

We hope further investigation will follow and give satisfactory

improvements; on the presently existing approaches.
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Figure caption

How a universe with q<0 can evolve from an initial hot ball with radius a to
o

a universe with constant expansion rate, a«t. The usual case, q>0, is

included for comparison reasons.
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